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aphysics. But I think our whole metaphysical conception of the re-
lation of phenomena to an absolute ground, or, in Kantian phrase,
to things in themselves, will be profoundly affected by our psycho-
logical faith on this point. If we admit the genetic idea in psy-
chology our whole world will become impenetrated with dynamism
and it will no longer be possible to treat the phenomenal as mere ap-
pearance.

But enough of criticism. Dr. Deussen's metaphysics is one of
the most valuable of the many works that have been appearing lately
in English. And its English dress is in every way worthy of it and
creditable to the translator. It is a book that no one can read
seriously without getting rich suggestions and having his spiritual in-
tuition greatly quickened. And the fine religious spirit that per-
vades it will commend it to every one who values the religious aspect
of philosophy. A. T. ORMOND.

PRINCETON.

ETHICAL.

The Elements of Ethics. J. H. HYSLOP. New York, Charles Scrib-
ner's Sons, 1895. Pp. VII., 476.

Dr. Hyslop's book might appropriately be entitled an analytic of
Logical Conceptions. Its purpose is critical and analytic rather than
constructive. The work has been done with that thoroughness and
detail which we would expect from a man of Dr. Hyslop's ability and
logical equipment.

After denning ethics and considering the sense in which it is a
science, and its relations to other sciences, in his introduction, the
author gives in Chapter II a very interesting digest of the history of
ethical thought in ancient, mediaeval and modern times down to
Hume. This is valuable in itself and a very good Introduction to
the discussions which follow. Chapter III is devoted to defining
terms and stating and defining the elements entering into the ethical
problem. In chapter IV on the Freedom of the Will, the most con-
spicuously able chapter in the book, Dr. Hyslop distinguishes the
various species of freedom, identifies moral freedom with velleity or
power of alternative choice, defends it against necessitarian objec-
tion and shows how man's physiological mechanism, through its
function of inhibition, adapts him to the exercise of free choice and
volition. The bearing of heredity and environment and the general
question of motives are treated with ability and discrimination. Dr.
Hyslop rejects indeterminism and identifies freedomism with the
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•species of determinism which recognizes the possibility of alternative
.choice. The discussion on freedom prepares the way for a discrim-
inating analysis of Responsibility and Punishment in Chapter V.
Chapters VI and VII treat of the Nature and Origin of Conscience.
The analysis of conscience is interesting but need not delay us. In
.his chapter on the Origin of Conscience Dr. Hyslop discusses nativism
.and empiricism, and their various subdivisions. He is a nativist and
yet gives generous recognition to empiricism in both its individ-
ualistic and evolutionary forms. Nativistic theories include three
"species, Theism, Naturalism and Intuitionism. Distinguishing two
forms of Intuitionism, general and special, Dr. Hyslop accepts the
former which affirms an original power distinguishing right and
wrong, but not the right and wrong of particular acts, as the theory
that is best borne out by the facts. This enables him to admit the
claims of empiricism to a large extent and to recognize a wide sphere
(for evolution in developing morality out of its elements. The only
concept of evolution which Dr. Hyslop rejects is that which ascribes
to it a creative function and claims that morality can be developed
<out of conditions that contain none of it. From this point of view
the theories of Darwin and Spencer are criticised and the position
is combatted that the theory of evolution necessitates any radical
reconstruction of ethical theory. In Chapter VIII, theories of the
nature of morality are classified and discussed. Adopting a classifi-
cation based on the end or summum bonum, Dr. Hyslop divides theories
generally into Hedonism and Moralism. The Hedonistic theories
agree in making pleasure or happiness the moral end and divide into
Egoistic Hedonism and Utilitarianism. Moralism sets either excel-
lence or duty as the end and this divides into Perfectionism and
Formalism or, as some writers call it, Rigorism. A careful analysis
of these conceptions of the end reveals elements of value in them all
and supplies the data for a more adequate synthesis. The last two
chapters, IX and X, discuss the important topics, Morality and
Religion, and the Theory of Rights and Duties.

The merits of Dr. Hyslop's book are so great as to make criticism
seem almost impertinent. I venture, however, to note several
points on which I think a little more explicitness would be desirable.
First, regarding freedom. Dr. Hyslop appears to limit the power
of alternative choice to means. But is there not also a choice of
ends, and is not this more of the essence of freedom than the mere
choice of means ? If our nature determines our end must it not
supply dual alternatives for choice between higher and lower ends ?
Again, gradations of freedom are recognized and Dr. Hyslop
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is willing to admit that some people may have very little
of it. Does he mean velleity, and if so must he not recognize a
more vital connection between heredity and freedom than he seems
willing to admit. Secondly, it seems to me, and will perhaps strike
-others in the same way, that Dr. Hyslop has carried the legitimate
distinction between the questions of origin and validity so far as
to lose sight, partially, of the vital bearing which theories of origin
must have on questions of validity. In spite of the logical separ-
ation, our psychogeny will determine largely the complexion of our
metaphysics. And in this connection it seems to me that evolu-
tion has a more vital relation to ethical theory than Dr. Hyslop
allows to it in his discussion. Lastly, respecting the relation of
morality and religion, while agreeing with Dr. Hyslop's major
proposition that the validity of moral science is not to be staked
on the acceptance of any religious postulate, and with nearly all
that is said in connection with it, I still feel that the religious
thinker will have some grounds, in view of the whole discussion, for
thinking that the problem has not been treated with sufficient in-
sight. He will be likely to think that religion has been pushed a
little too much to one side, and that just as it is possible to recognize
the full right and independence of science in the sphere of its own
categories, and yet to subsume it under the categories of meta-
physics, so in the case of religion it is possible to recognize the full
right and independence of moral science, while at the same time sub-
suming it under the categories of religion. The religious thinker
will be disposed to regard the relation as one rather of comprehen-
sion and harmony, than of exclusion and mutual conflict.

But the faults of Dr. Hyslop's book are few compared with its
merits. I feel under a great debt of personal obligation to the
author for his masterly and luminous analysis. For the task that Dr.
Hyslop has performed there was great need in this country and the
work has been thoroughly done. His book is the most notable of
recent contributions to the science, and will give him a front rank
among ethical thinkers. It will also tend to raise the plane of
ethical discussion in this country, and to put the problems of
morality in a position where they can be more sharply defined and
more intelligently treated. A. T. ORMOND.

PRINCETON.

Johnson's Universal Cyclopaedia. Vols. I-V (A—Mozambique). New
York, Johnson Co., 1894.

The striking feature of the philosophic content of this Cyclopaedia
compared, not simply with former editions of itself, but also with


